Customers Offer the Best Inspiration for Great Last Minute Father’s Day Gifts
Need an inspired gift idea for Father’s Day? Gift messages from recent Excitations customers offer
inspiration for choosing the perfect experience gift for Dad.
Sterling, VA (PR WEB), June 3, 2009 -- With Father’s Day just around the corner, everyone is looking for
that special gift which delivers the perfect message to Dad. Gender studies show that most men establish
relationships by “doing things”, so it stands to reason that giving Dad an adventure is a memorable way to
show appreciation this Father’s Day.
Which experience is a good match for Dad? Excitations, a leading online provider of life experience gifts,
finds that the best inspiration for picking the perfect experience for Dad comes right from their customer’s
clever and heartfelt gift messages. Here are a few of Excitations favorite messages and the gifts that
inspired them:
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Extreme Stock Car Drive – “Dad, For all of the times we’ve driven you crazy, now you can do it all
by yourself!”
First Flying Lesson - “Hope Father’s Day has your head in the clouds! Thanks for being a great Dad!”
Schooner Sailing Adventure – “Happy Father’s Day, you ancient mariner! We love you!”
Private Photography Workshop – “Daddy, Thanks for being such a picture perfect dad!”
Golf Lesson with a Pro – “Dear Dad, Happy Father's Day to someone who loves golf almost as much
as he loves us! We love you.”
Vintage Biplane Barnstormer – “Dad, May you soar above the clouds, and not lose your lunch.”

“People are often surprised to discover that they can give an experience for as little as $50,” says Kim
AuBuchon, COO of Excitations. “So giving an impressive gift, which matches Dad’s personality, doesn’t
mean overspending your budget.” Excitations offers free gift packaging, or for last minute delivery, free
email and “print it now” options are available.
Whether Dad is into hang gliding or joining the family on a wolf watch experience, the gift of an amazing
life experience will express the right message with a thrill of a lifetime. For more ideas on giving
memorable experience gifts that are impressive and easy on the wallet, visit http://www.excitations.com.
About Excitations (http://excitations.com):
Excitations is the premier gifting company offering a wide variety of unique life experiences as memorymaking gifts. From photo safaris to hang gliding, from llama treks to glass blowing, Excitations is the
exciting, reliable and easy answer to every gifting occasion - each ‘Excitation’ set to thrill, rejuvenate and
enjoy. For kids or adults, for friends and family or corporate clients, something can be found to suit all
budgets and personalities -- starting as low as $50. Excitations is the exclusive provider of Discovery
Channel Experiences and has been featured on ABC’s “Good Morning America” and CBS's "The Early
Show.”
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